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When tradition, technology - and financing - go hand-in-hand

L

eto, a Sicilian wholesale
and retail company,
demonstrates the benefits
of acquiring high-performance
IBM Storage technology while
simultaneously respecting
its traditional background.
Leto also discusses how they
improved their return on
investment (ROI) and reduced
their total cost of ownership
(TCO) by using a payment
solution from IBM Financing.

About Leto
A family company founded in the 1980s and firmly
rooted in the beautiful Italian island of Sicily, the
Leto Group has expanded and diversified its
operations over several decades. With a strong
history in retail and wholesale and expertise in the
detergents sector, the Leto Group today markets
a wide selection of personal hygiene, cosmetics,
perfumery, home, and pet care products. It is a
founding member of Acqua & Sapone, a retail
consortium with 700 stores throughout Italy, and
has the exclusive rights to the brand in Sicily.
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“Leto is a
company with
an eye on the
future.”

As entrepreneurs with high resilience and adaptability, the
Leto family have faced and overcome significant challenges
to build their business. In 1994 a terrible fire destroyed the
Leto warehouse but the company bounced back stronger
and more competitive, moving into a new distribution centre,
expanding into detergent production and opening new stores.
Today they are still based in Caltanissetta in the heart of
Sicily, and have many Acqua & Sapone points of sale in all
provinces across the island.
Leto has experienced steady and solid growth in recent years,

Michele Raimondi,

with its 570 employees generating a turnover of over €100

ICT Manager of the Leto Group.

million in 2020, an increase of 10% over the previous year.
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Business challenge
Leto had clearly-defined objectives to expand its already
strong market position. This included encouraging
innovation across the organization, by improving
processes or developing new products, and increasing
efficiency to reduce waste, lower costs, and improve
sustainability.
The company also wanted to find ways to continue
its rapidly growing demand so it would be in a better
position to expand in the future. The large amount of
data that Leto had collected over the years from its
loyalty cards was central to this. This data needed
to be protected and stored in full compliance with
GDPR requirements, in order to support Leto’s sales
and marketing activities. Furthermore, Leto wished to
investigate how insights from this data could be used
to improve its supply chain, logistics, and distribution
models.
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Solution
For Leto, storage is not a technology in itself, but a key tool in

Leasing enables Leto to improve its return on investment

the company’s digital transformation strategy. With support

(ROI) and lower its total cost of ownership (TCO) for the

from ELMI, its long-term partner, Leto responded to its own

IBM solution selected, so the company can preserve cash

business challenges by investing heavily in technology,

for other strategic investments. Leto avoids technology

including storage, making its information systems more

obsolescence as they pay for use rather than ownership,

efficient and adapting its technology infrastructure to cope

which allows them to expand capacity or refresh technology

with increasing workloads.

to keep up with new business demands at any time during
the leasing period.

ELMI recommended the IBM FlashSystem V5035 storage
solution. With its enterprise-class performance, the

“IBM technology delivers high security standards especially

FlashSystem V5035 offers the faster access to information,

now that we have two technology sites in place, one

high levels of security and resilience, and system scalability

production site and one high availability site,” explained

that Leto needs to achieve its growth ambitions.

Michele Raimondi. “We always have the certainty of having
two high-performance infrastructures and, above all, thanks

Leto used IBM Financing to lease the IBM FlashSystem

to constant updating, high standards in terms of both

storage solution. “Our collaboration with IBM began

performance and reliability.”

in the 1990s and since then we have experienced
constant growth,” says Michele Raimondi, Information
and Communications Technology (ICT) Manager of the
Leto Group. “This is complemented by our long-standing
relationship with IBM Financing, where the availability of
leasing solutions with a rental sum lower than the purchase
price for IBM servers and storage allows us to reconcile
economic, financial, and commercial needs.”
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Results
By implementing the new IBM FlashSystem storage

Looking to the future, Leto plans to invest in greater

solution, Leto has benefited from increased security,

coordination across channels and devices, using

higher speeds and faster information storage, enabling

technologies more closely aligned with the usage and

the company to support its growing number of orders and

consumption patterns of younger generations. The

adapt its online offerings.

company also plans to leverage the impact of their
increasingly efficient and effective data management

IBM Storage has enabled Leto to collect data that its AI

strategy to transform their internal processes, including

and cognitive algorithms have used to generate insights

reviewing and aligning product categories, redefining

that have improved customer service and have informed

agreements and contracts with suppliers, and establishing

strategies to penetrate new market segments. For

new pricing policies.

example, Leto is using social media to reach new target
users and areas where they have no retail presence. The
data has also enabled insights into reshaping the value
chain for logistics and distribution.
The payment plan from IBM Financing allowed the
company to align cash flow with expected returns and
project phases, anticipating the financial break-even
point, without having to bear the high initial cash outlays
required for this type of investment. In addition, the
flexible options at end of lease and competitive terms
have been very beneficial for Leto.
Michele Raimondi, ICT Manager of the Leto Group.
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Solution components
FlashSystem® V5035 storage
IBM Spectrum Virtualize™
Predictive storage management with AI technology
Storage Insights™
IBM HyperSwap
IBM Financing
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“We have grown
thanks to IBM
and thanks to
ELMI’s valuable
advice.”

Take the next step
To learn more about IBM Financing, please
contact your IBM representative or IBM
Business Partner, or visit the following website:
www.ibm.com/financing.
About ELMI
ELMI of Palermo, Sicily, has been an IBM
partner for over 35 years. The company focuses
mainly on cyber security and Research and
Development (R&D) and Digital Transformation,
providing solutions and professional services

Michele Raimondi,
ICT Manager of the Leto Group.

for medium-large companies, in both the public
and private sectors. For more information about
ELMI, visit: www.elmisoftware.com.
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“A relationship of
pure partnership
was born between
ELMI and Leto. We
have moved from a
product logic to
a service logic”

About IBM Storage
IBM® Storage simplifies your data infrastructure using
an underlying software foundation to strengthen and
streamline the storage in your hybrid cloud environment,
using a simplified approach to containerization,
management and data protection.
The IBM FlashSystem family is a portfolio of cloud enabled
storage systems designed to be easily deployed and
quickly scaled to help optimize storage configurations,
streamline issue resolution and lower storage costs. IBM
FlashSystem is built with IBM Spectrum Virtualize software
to help deploy sophisticated hybrid cloud storage solutions,
accelerate infrastructure modernization, address security
needs and maximize value by leveraging the power of AI.
About IBM Financing
IBM Financing offers flexible payment solutions for creditqualified IBM customers to help them acquire IT solutions

Fabio Di Mauro, Sales Manager of ELMI Srl.

without up-front cash outlays. Our payment solutions
are available for IBM server and storage solutions, IBM
and Red Hat® software and services, and can help start
projects sooner, improve cash flow, and enhance business
results — including return on investment (ROI) and total
cost of ownership (TCO). Payment plans can help align
infrastructure investments with workload needs to provide
increased flexibility and agility. IBM can manage the
complete lifecycle of leased IBM hardware including several
end-of-lease options.
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